
  

  

  

  

  

  
27   August   2021   

  
The   Hon.   Karen   Andrews   
PO   Box   409   
Varsity   Lakes   QLD   4227   
Via   email:   karen.andrews.mp@aph.gov.au   

  
Dear   Minister,   

  
Re:   management   of   COVID-19   in   immigration   detention   

  
The   New   South   Wales   Council   for   Civil   Liberties   has   become   aware   of   the   unfortunate   treatment   of   
detainees   in   the   Villawood   Immigration   Detention   Centre   when   they   are   quarantined   after   being   
brought   back   to   the   Centre   after   medical   or   dental   appointments.    We   are   informed   that   they   are   
confined   for   a   fortnight   in   small   rooms.    These   rooms   contain   nothing   except   a   bed,   an   open   toilet   
and   a   wash   basin.   The   windows   are   tinted,   so   detainees   cannot   see   out.    They   are   not   allowed   
access   to   any   of   their   personal   possessions.    There   is   a   buzzer   to   call   if   they   need   attention   but   
apparently   detainees   may   have   to   wait   lengthy   periods   before   receiving   a   response.    They   get   no  
exercise   outside   the   rooms.    They   may   lack   a   change   of   under   clothing   for   several   days.   They   are   
not   permitted   to   have   books,   even   basic   religious   books   such   as   a   Bible,   Torah   or   Koran.     

  
Though   the   rooms   are   called   high-care   accommodation,   these   are   punishment   cell   conditions,   or   
worse.     

  
A   consequence   of   this   treatment   has   been   that   some   detainees   are   refusing   to   go   to   medical   
appointments.    This   is   alarming,   and   should   alarm   you.     

  
It   is   untenable   for   people   to   be   held   in   a   small   space   with   zero   stimulus   for   l4   days.   

  
The   irony   of   the   situation   is   that   detainees   are   not   tested   for   Covid   prior   to   being   isolated.   

  
The   Australian   Human   Rights   Commission   noted   these   kinds   of   conditions   were   imposed   for   
quarantine   purposes   in   several   Immigration   Centres,   and   recommended   that   ‘as   a   matter   of   
urgency   the   Department   of   Home   Affairs   and   the   Australian   Border   Force   should   cease   the   use   of   
high-care   accommodation   units   for   quarantine   purposes   and   use   alternative,   less   restrictive   
 options   for   quarantine’ 1 (recommendation   13).    It   recommended   that   people   subject   to   quarantine   
arrangements   should   have   access   to   outdoor   areas   for   exercise   and   other   recreational   activities   on   
a   daily   basis,   educational   and   recreational   facilities   and   materials,   essential   personal   items   such   as   
 clothing   and   toiletries   and   regular   monitoring   of   physical   and   mental   health   by   health   staff 2   
(recommendation   14).    And   it   recommended   that   people   with   significant   physical   and/or   mental   
health   conditions   who   are   subject   to   14-day   quarantine   following   discharge   from   hospital   should   
 not   be   accommodated   in   ‘high-care   accommodation’   units 3    (recommendation   15).   

  
But   recommendation   13   was   rejected   out   of   hand   by   the   Department   of   Home   Affairs,   with   no   
explanation.    In   relation   to   recommendations   14   and   15,   the   Department   claimed   that   ‘while   in   

  



  

medical   quarantine   detainees   have   access   to   essential   personal   items   such   as   clothing   and   toiletries,   their   
phones   and   devices,   and   can   request   access   to   a   laptop,   an   online   library   of   books,   and   activity   packs.    There   is   
 also   regular   monitoring   of   their   physical   and   mental   health’. 4     However,   this   has   not   been   the   experience   of   
detainees   in   Villawood.     

  
We   suspect   that   the   reason   that   these   rooms   are   being   used   is   for   lack   of   alternatives,   because   Villawood   has   
too   many   detainees.    We   call   on   you,   therefore,   to:   

● release   asylum   seekers   into   the   community;     
● grant   visas   sooner   and   more   readily;   
●   cease   cancelling   visas   of   convicted   persons   who   have   served   their   time   in   prison   at   least   in   cases   where   

the   crimes   have   not   been   violent   attacks   on   persons   and   the   person   has   not   been   rehabilitated;   and     
● use   the   space   made   available   for   more   humane   arrangements   for   quarantine.   

  
Yours   sincerely,    

  

  
  

Pauline   Wright     
President     
NSW   Council   for   Civil   Liberties   

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  

 1    Australian   Human   Rights   Commission    Management   of   COVID-19   Risks   in   Immigration   Detention ,   Report   June   2021,   
recommendation   13.   
 2     Recommendation   14.   
 3    Recommendation   15.   
 4     Ibid,   appendix   A,   Department   Response.     
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